prove that for a three-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system, if its interaction matrix is Volterra-Liapunov semi-stable and the Jacobian at the positive equilibrium point is stable, then the system is globally stable. The result gives an affirmative answer for the case n = 3 to a conjecture proposed by the authors in [l].
fi=xi&j(xj-x;), i=l,..., 72, j=l (1) wherex* = (XT,..., xg) is the unique positive equilibrium point of the system. It is well-known [2] that system (1) is globally stable (we say the system to be globally stable if x* is globally stable) if the species interaction matrix A = (aijjnxn is Volterra-Liapunov stable denoted by A E SW, i.e., if there exists a positive diagonal matrix C = diag(cl, . . . , c,) such that CA + ATC is negative definite. We use A E $, to indicate the matrix class where A is Volterra-Liapunov semi-stable, that is, CA+ATC is negative semi-definite. In [l] , the authors proposed the following conjecture:
If A E 3, and diag(z*)A is stable, then system (1) is globally stable.
Here, a matrix is said to be stable if the real parts of its eigenvalues are all negative. It is not difficult to check that the conjecture is true for n = 2. In fact, this is contained in the main result of Hsu [3] . Furthermore, it is shown that the conjecture is also true if the system is a cooperative one (i.e., aij 2 0) [4] , or a food chain for 7~ < 7 [5] . In this note, we will prove that the conjecture is true for n = 3 in general without any restriction on the sign of aij.
By considering the Volterra's Liapunov function
with LaSalle's extended stability theorem [6] , Harrison [7] , Hsu [3] and Krikorian [8] obtained the following:
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Here M is called a LaSalle's invariant set of the system.
By the Liapunov stability theorem, we know that each solution in M is bounded. According to Lemma 1, if x(t) is a solution belonging to M, since M is invariant and v(z(t)) = 0, then there is a constant c > 0 such that V(x(t)) = , f c or all t 2 0. The Hessian of V being positive definite implies that either s(t) = x* or z(t) is a bounded solution which does not tend to x*. Namely, we have shown:
LEMMA 2. If s(t) is a solution in M, then either z(t) = x* or x(t) is a bounded and strictly positive solution which does not tend to x*.
When n = 3, system (1) can be written as follows: By denoting B = (bij)3x3, we prove that p(x(t)) = 0 implies x(t) = x*, i.e., M = {x*}. Substituting (6) and (7) into the third equation of (4), we have
where c = usici +a32~2 +a33. If c = 0, then 23 is a constant. By (6) and (7), 2 is also a constant. By considering (9) and (10) or (9) and (ll), then following the procedure in Case 2.1, we obtain M = {x'}. This implies that AZ has two eigenvalues X and -ussx$, since 
bllal2 -blaall = 0.
(18)
Equations (12), (17) and (18) Note that matrix A is nonsingular, a fi + uT2 + u& + ui2 # 0. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that uiiuis # 0. Combining (19), (20) and the first two equations of (4), we have
It2 = X2(123(X3 -X;). (22)
Differentiating (20) once and twice and substituting (21) and (22) into them, respectively, we have with a nonzero factor 5s -x$ removed 
where u = 012~31 -~11~32 and xT2 = xT/~l2. Note that 212 > 0. Since we supposed that system (4) has a nonconstant solution which is strictly positive and will not tend to the equilibrium point, it must be a periodic solution such that ursu < 0 [4, Theorem 18.21. In this case, the positive equilibrium point x* is surrounded by a family of periodic solutions x with xi = ~12x12, x2 = -urrx12 and x3, where 212 and x3 satisfy (26). Namely, x* is not locally asymptotically stable which contradicts the stability assumption of diag(x*)A. Hence, we obtain M = {xc*}. Obviously, (32) is equivalent to det(diag(z*)A -AI) = 0, where X = aiixr + ~22x4 + ussxz and I is the identity matrix. Since X = Tr(diag(x*)A), th ree eigenvalues Xi, Xz and X3 of diag(x*)A satisfy Xi = X, ReXz = ReXs = 0. This clearly contradicts the assumption of diag(x*)A being stable. Therefore, M contains no nonconstant solution, i.e., A4 = {xc"}. This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARK.
The key to proving our main result is to consider the system on the LaSalle's invariant set M and reduce the system to be one-or two-dimensional ones. Since the one-dimensional case is just the logistic equation and plane qualitative theory, especially the Poincare-Bendixson theorem, is available for two-dimensional systems, we could determine the structure of M to be {xc'}. However, for four or higher dimensional systems, we will meet the problem of deciding the dynamical behavior of three-dimensional systems which will be difficult. Therefore, our approach adopted in this paper seems unavailable for higher dimensional systems. In another aspect, when system (1) satisfies the conditions of the conjecture, to find a counterexample of the conjecture also will be difficult since it is not easy to show the existence of nonconstant solutions in the w-limit set.
